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The Hindu Method of Solving Quadratic Equations
R. C. GUPTA*
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'Is it that the Greeks had such a marked
coniempt for appl ied Science, leaving even
the instruct ion of their chi ldren to slaves ?
But if so, how is it that the nation that gave
us geom.etry and carried this science so far
did not create even rudimentary algebra ?
Is i t  not equally strange that algebra, that
corner-stone of modern mathematics, also
originated in India, and at about the same
time that posit ional numeration did ?'

(Quoted bv Jawahar Lal Nehru in his
"Discovery of  India" p.  211)

Actual ly the modern algebra can be
said to begin with the proof by Paolo
Ruffini (1799) that the equation of fifth
degree can not be solved in terms ol the
radicals of the coeff icients*. Betore this
t ime algebra was mostly identical with the
solut ion of equations. The method of
solving a quadratic equation by completing
the square is cal led the Hindu Method. I t
is based on Sridhara's Rule. The book of
Sridhara (circa 750 A. D.) in which this
rule was extant not ext inct. But many
subsequent authors quoted the rule and
attr ibuted i t  to Sridhara. One such author
is Gyanraj (cira 1503 A.D.) who gives the
rule, in his algebra, as

qg{l€d {ri sil ei: ca-{4 gq+( |
aE4m {ii '.tg'o) 

.{d1 aiil {dq tl

"Mult ip ly both t l re s ides by a quant i ry
equal to four times the coeftcient of the
square ol the unknown; add to both sides
a quantity equal to the square of the coeft-
cient of the unknown; then take the root ' , .

Let us apply the rule to solve the
fol lowing quadratic equation (writ ten in the
ancient way)

ax'*bx:c
I\ , Iult iplying both sides by 4a,

4 a"xt+4 abx:4 ac
Adding b: to both sides,

4 a'x"14 abxf b!:b!f  4 ac
i.e. (? axf b) ' :b'*. lac (2)
Taking root on each side

2 ax --b: v b._,_a ac
Hence x:! b-+? n;---b (3)

2a

The solut ion (3) can be rvri t ten down
by employing the Rule of Brahmagupta
(c.628 A.D.) given in his Brahma Sphuta

Siddhanta (XVIII-14) and is equivalent to :

"The quadratic :  The absolute quanti ty

( i .e. c) mult ipl ied by four t imes the coeff i-

cient ( i .e.a) of the square of the unknorvn,
is increased by the square ol '  the coel l icient
( i .e. b) of the unknorvn; the square root of

the result being diminished by the coeff icient
of the unknown, is the root."

Now the quanti ty (2 ax*b) is the dif fe-
rential coeff.  of the L.H.S. of (1) and the

quanti ty (btr-4 ac) is cal led the Discri-

minant of the equation ( l) .  The intermediary

step (2) can be writ ten down immediately

by applying the aphorism

-a:- -r:-- -.:l ^ -Itdd EF[€(I 4rrl t4qq{':

'Differential-coemcient-square (equals)

discriminant ' .
*Aftet this demonstratiod of thc insolvability of quintic cquation algcbraically, a transcendcotal solutioo
involving ellipuc integrals was given by Hermite in Comptes Rendus (tE5E).
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This aphorism was disclosed by
Jagadguru swami Shri Bharti Krishna Tirtha,
Sankaracharya of Govardhan Math, Puri,
during the lectures on his interpretation of
the Vedas in relation to Mathematics at
the Banaras Hindu University in 1949.

Nature and Number of roots :
'The Hindus early saw in "opposition of

direction" on a l ine an interpretation of
positive and negative numbers, In Europe
full possession of these ideas was not
acquired before Girard and Descartes (l7th
century)' (Cajori p. 233). Hindus were
the first to recognise the existence of
absolute negative numbers and of irrational
numbers. (Cajori p. l0l) A Babylonian
of sufficiently remote time, who gave 4 as
thc root ol

x! :x*12
had solved his equation completell '  because
negative numbers were not in his number-
system (Bell p. l l). Diophantus of Alexan-
dria the famous Greek algebraist regarded

4x*20:4
as "absurd" (Kramer p. 99) And although
he solved equations of higher degrees but

accepted only positive roots. Because of
his lack of clear conception of negative
numbers and algebraic symbolism he had to
study the quadratic equation separately
under the the three types :

(  i  )  axeabx-s
( i i  ) ax':bx*c
( i i i )  ax ' {c:bx

taking the coetEcients always positive.
'Cardan (1501-1576) called negative roots of
an equation as "fictit ious" and positive
roots as "rea1" (Cajori p. 227). Vieta
(1540-1603) is also statcd to have rejected
al l ,  except posi t ive roots ol  an equat ion.
(Ibid p. 230). In fact, as Cajori writes,

'Before lTth century the majorit l '  oi the

great European algebraists had 'not quite

risen to the views taught bl Hindus'.
(Ibid p. 233). Hindus recognised two
answers for quadratic equation. Thus
Bhaskara gave' 50 anC-5 as roots of

x'-45x-250
'And the rnost important advance is

the theory of quadratic equations made in
India is unifying under one rule the three
cases of Diophantus' (Ibid p. 102)

'The first clear recognition of imagina-
ries was Mahavira's extremely intell igent
remark (9th century) that, in the nature of
things, a negative number has no square
root. Cauchl' made same observation in
1847' (Bell p. 175). For Mahavira cf :-

q{ qqol4r erit qo qqt a,it: sql( |
rt €qqa'r-s qril 4ir€(qle diqqq ll

(Mahavira's Ganita-sara sangraha Chap-
ter I, Verse No.52)

Same ideas are found in other Hindu
Mathematics books. We a_eain quote
Cajori-'An advance far beyond the Greeks
is the statement of Bhaskara that "the
square of a positive number, as also of a
negative number, is positive; that the square
root of a positive number is two.fold posi-
tive and negative. There is no square root
of a negative number, for it is not a square"

1p. 102).
The Greeks sharply discriminated

between numbers and magnitudes, that the
irrational was not recognised by them
as a number. 81' Hindus irrationals were
subjected to the same process as ordinary
numbers and were indeed regarded b5, them
as numbers. By doing so the1, greatly
aided the progress of Mathematics.

From the foregoing statements of the
facts of IJistor-v of Mathematics the reader
will easily agrce with Hankel with whose
quotat ion I  c lose this smal l  arr ic le :
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"If one understands by algebra the
tion o[ arithmetical operations to
magnitudes of all sorts, whether

or irrational numbers or space-magnitudes,
then the learned Brahrnins of  I l industan are
the real inventor of Algebra" (Cajori p. 195).

Vedic Mathematics by Jagadguru Swami
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